
Triple G Ventures Opens Applications for
Expanded Coaching Program Following
Successful Inaugural Cohort

Empowering founders, startups, and mid-

market companies to achieve their most

profitable future.

FRAMINGHAM, MASSACHUSETTS,

UNITED STATES, May 21, 2024

/EINPresswire.com/ -- Triple G

Ventures, a 3X Stevie-award winning

business growth accelerator and

consultancy, is delighted to announce

the completion of its inaugural

coaching program cohort. This

significant milestone underscores the

company's commitment to empowering founders, startups, and mid-market companies on their

journey to realizing their most profitable futures.

The first cohort, which included a diverse range of innovative startups and ambitious

Triple G provided the

'founder's crash course' that

I was looking for at this

juncture in my

entrepreneurial journey, in

connection with

music/audio technology

innovation.”

Jean-Marc, Startup Founder

entrepreneurs, benefited from Triple G’s comprehensive

approach to business growth. This approach includes

tailored strategies, mentorship from industry leaders, and

access to essential resources. Participants have reported

measurable improvements in business operations,

revenue growth, and market positioning.

"We are immensely proud of the progress and

accomplishments of our first cohort," said Gregg Stein,

Founder and CEO of Triple G Ventures. "The success of this

program validates our unique approach to nurturing and

scaling ventures. We're excited to build on this success and

bring this opportunity to even more entrepreneurs in the future."

With the completion of the first cohort, Triple G Ventures is excited to announce that applications

http://www.einpresswire.com
https://www.triplegventures.com/coaching
https://www.triplegventures.com/coaching


are now open for the next cohort. The expanded program will incorporate additional resources,

increase the number of participants, and extend its network of expert mentors. This expansion

aims to further enhance the support structure for businesses at critical stages of their

development. Apply Now. 

Testimonials from Participants:

"Triple G provided the 'founder's crash course' that I was looking for at this juncture in my

entrepreneurial journey, in connection with music/audio technology innovation. I believe that is a

rare combination and am glad that Gregg decided to offer this program to distill his extensive

experience in both domains. I would definitely recommend the program to others seeking a

similar learning opportunity!"

"Triple G Ventures provided invaluable strategic guidance that empowered me to navigate my

business journey with confidence. Their hands-on approach ensured I was well-prepared for the

next steps. I highly recommend Triple G Ventures to companies at any stage."

For more information about Triple G Ventures and to apply for the next coaching program

cohort, please visit https://www.triplegventures.com/coaching

About Triple G Ventures:

Triple G Ventures is a business growth accelerator and consultancy renowned for its award-

winning approach to helping founders, startups, and mid-market companies achieve their most

profitable future. With a focus on sustainable growth and innovation, Triple G Ventures

continues to be a pivotal force in the business community. https://www.triplegventures.com/
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